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1

DID PROVIDER RESIGN IN WRITING?

YES → RD NOTIFIES N.O. ACKNOWLEDGES RESIGNATION → RD NOTIFIES SD OF RESIGNATION. BPS FLAG SET. RD MAINTAINS FILE ON PROVIDER

NO →

DID PROVIDER RESPOND TO LETTER?

YES → RD EVALUATES, CONFRS WITH RSOL, ADVISES N.O. OF FINDINGS

NO →

IS DECISION TO EXCLUDE?

NO → RD NOTIFIES SD, PROVIDER, N.O., S.O. MAINTAINS FILE

YES →

FINAL DECISION SENT CERTIFIED, CC TO N.O.: 30-DAY C/A FOR HEARING

WAS HEARING REQUEST RECEIVED?

NO →

WAS REQUEST RECEIVED IN 30 DAYS?

YES → RD NOTIFIES N.O. PROVIDER POSTED TO EXCLUDED LIST. D.O. NOTIFIES INVOLVED CLMTS AND AGENCIES AND SETS BPS FLAG

NO →

IS CLMT CONTINUING TO USE PROVIDER?


NO →

RD NOTIFIES PROVIDER REQ. NOT HONORED. CC OF LETTER TO N.O.

WAS EXCLUSION AFFIRMED?

NO →

YES → D.O. SETS BPS FLAG, NOTIFIES INVOLVED CLMTS AND AGENCIES

NO